Nanoscale science focuses attention on how bulk properties are altered when substances are confined to small spaces and reduced dimensionality. For example, theory suggests that water takes on novel "ice" structures when confined inside carbon nanotubes.
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Calculations also support the idea that confinement of H aq + to narrow channels creates a proton wire 2 having up to 40 times faster proton transport than in the bulk. 3 These findings are relevant to proton mobility in nanoscale channels of fuel-cell membranes and also to biological proton transport, where chains of water molecules are found in channels of transmembrane proteins involved in proton pumping and cellular pH control. 4 Counterintuitively, these protein channels are often lined with nonpolar residues, suggesting that nature may exploit special properties of hydrophobically confined chains of water molecules. 5 Structurally well-defined channels containing H aq + are rare, so experimental opportunities to investigate these hypotheses are few. ). Multiple interanion I · · · I distances (3.68-3.96 Å) are less than the sum of the van der Waals separation, suggesting that I · · · I dispersion forces are important in creating the tubular structure. The unit cell contains six H + cations, six CHB 11 I 11 -anions, and 48 water molecules. There are two crystallographically distinct water-filled tubes containing H aq + cations, labeled A and B. The water structure in tube A is crystallographically ordered (a so-called "ice"), while that in tube B is partially disordered, indicating weaker organizational forces and suggesting an unequal H + distribution between the two tubes.
Direct X-ray determination of the locations of H + and the H atoms of water is not possible because of their low electron density. In addition, the standard procedures built into crystallographic software to model their locations fail because the dimensional constraints of normal H bonding do not apply to H aq + clusters. Nevertheless, the locations of the excess protons are revealed by the shortening of O · · · O separations: those shorter than the ones in hexagonal ice (2.76 Å) 11 Cluster III is unprecedented for a proton hydrate. Four O atoms share H + in a nearly square arrangement whose center has crystallographic inversion symmetry. Four solvating water molecules are close enough to qualify for inclusion in the cluster (O7, O7′′, O3, and O3′′, all with O · · · O distances close to 2.72 Å), leading to an H 17 O 8 + formulation. The next closest are O11 and O11′′ at 3.03 Å, but since these distances are even greater than that in liquid water (2.85 Å), they are not considered to carry positive charge from H + . The novel structure of this ion must be the result of the electrostatic field peculiar to this inversionsymmetry site within the tube. A related square core structure of eight water molecules, in which the O · · · O distances are much longer (2.91-3.02 Å) because the excess proton is absent, has been observed in the crystal structure of a hydrated lanthanide chelate. 15 The diversity of static H aq + cluster structures trapped in the tubes is a reflection the highly dynamic nature of the excess proton in water. 16 Clusters I, II, and III all have much longer O · · · O separations than would be expected from the existing knowledge base of X-ray structures of crystalline acid hydrates [7] [8] [9] [10] 13, 14 or the computed structures of gas-phase ions, even those having greater than 20 water molecules. 17 This is compelling evidence for greater delocalization of positive charge in these clusters. It suggests that H aq + in the present extended tubular environment (and presumably in liquid water) is uniquely different from the discrete H(H 2 O) n + ions in crystalline salts or the gas phase.
The delocalization of positive charge has another interesting consequence. Clusters I and III in tube A form an infinite chain with short O · · · O separations, i.e., a true proton wire (Figure 3) . These clusters lie along the central axis of the tube and contain individual centers of symmetry. They are linked by common atoms (O3 and O3′′) whose O · · · O distances of 2.70 and 2.72 Å to the core O atoms of the clusters are shorter than those in liquid water or hexagonal ice. This indicates an infinite one-dimensional delocalization of positive charge. It is tempting to speculate that the H + mobility would be especially fast along this chain. In summary, three structural types of H aq + have been identified in nanotubular crystals of H(CHB 11 I 11 ) · 8H 2 O. One is without precedent, and all have O · · · O separations that are unexpectedly long compared with those in discrete H(H 2 O) n + moieties, reflecting more extensive positive charge delocalization. The confined centrosymmetric H(H 2 O) n + cations aggregate into infinite proton wires whose short intercation distances suggest a mechanism for enhanced one-dimensional H + mobility. 
